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Abstract
Evaluation of Brackish Water Desalination by Membrane Capacitive
Deionization Systems: Performance Tradeoffs in Salt Removal, Hydraulic
Recovery, Charge Efficiency, and Specific Energy Consumption
As potable water demand continues to exceed availability in several regions of the world,
alternative water sources such as desalination and direct potable reuse have become of high
importance in water sustainability discussions. The conventional desalination technologies include
reverse osmosis (RO) and thermal distillation. Major barriers to the applicability of these
technologies for desalination include inorganic scaling (RO) and high energy requirements
respectively. This research provides an evaluation for the feasibility of Membrane Capacitive
Deionization (MCDI), which is a technology gaining interest due to its theoretically low energy
requirements for brackish water (less than 3 g/L) desalination. The motivation for this research is
a deficiency in the literature of the parametric dependencies in MCDI, especially the effect of the
operating hydraulic residence time (also known as the system detention time). The detention time
is a parameter that allows for comparison between different MCDI devices across a range of sizes
and flow rates. The first objective of this research was to perform a sensitivity analysis for different
operating parameters on key desalination performance metrics in MCDI, as well as to analyze
tradeoffs in operation at high hydraulic recovery. Furthermore, this research covered the
development of a model based on equivalent electrical circuit to predict the performance of MCDI
for desalination. The third objective was to evaluate the scale-up of high capacity aqueous
processed electrodes for use in MCDI.
The experimental parametric analysis as discussed in this dissertation was performed with
a commercial MCDI device and a laboratory fabricated MCDI unit. It was observed that operating
vii

the MCDI device at higher detention times showed lower charge efficiency and resulted in higher
specific energy consumption. The total cumulative salt removal was observed to increase with
increasing detention time up to 60 s, beyond which there was marginal difference in salt removal
but steady decline in charge efficiency. An increase in feed (sodium chloride) salinity from
1,302 mg/L to 5,271 mg/L for the same detention time also decreased the charge efficiency of the
system from 74% to 50%, respectively. The Simplified Randles electrical circuit model that was
developed in this research was able to accurately simulate the electrical current, charge efficiency,
and product conductivity performance for detention time less than 60 s and cell voltage less than
1.2 V. The least root mean squared error (RMSE) analysis used for the model development was
able to generate charge efficiency predictions within 3% of measured values for seventeen
different experiments. The aqueous processed electrodes fabricated and tested in a laboratory-built
reactor had a salt adsorption capacity of 0.41 meq/g, exceeding performance observed by
collaborators at initial small-scale development. Overall, the findings of this research will help
industries and municipalities identify the applicability and tradeoffs for the use of MCDI for
desalination of brackish water.
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General Introduction
Providing clean and affordable drinking water has become one of the most pressing
challenges of the 21st century. This challenge is more prominent in developing countries of the
world, as emphasized at the 2010 general assembly plenary of the United Nations (United Nations
General Assembly 2010). Saline waters such as brackish water and sea water are alternative
sources for water supply but require reduction of the salt content. The conventional technologies
used for treatment of high salinity waters include reverse osmosis and thermal distillation
(Elimelech and Phillip 2011). Inorganic scaling has been identified as a barrier that significantly
hampers the performance of membrane desalination such as reverse osmosis (Quay et al. 2018; R.
Zhang et al. 2016). Thermal desalination processes also have high energy requirements which
limits their application for saline water desalination (Ghaffour et al. 2015; Ghaffour et al. 2013).
Other desalination methods may be more economical or more effective and, therefore, more
research is needed. This research helps to contribute to the knowledge of the feasibility of
Capacitive Deionization (CDI) as an energy-efficient desalination technology (Anderson et al.
2010; Porada, Zhao et al. 2013).
CDI is a term used to define a range of technologies that use electrically charged porous
electrodes for ion separation from saline water and subsequent release of these ions when the
electrodes are discharged (M. Suss, Porada, Sun, Biesheuvel, Yoon and Presser 2015; Dykstra et
al. 2016). CDI also promises to be an economical alternative for desalination of brackish water
(Tang et al. 2017). Recently, several methods have been developed with deviations from the term
“capacitive”, but these technologies use the same concept of ion electrosorption and desorption
using porous electrodes (Biesheuvel et al. 2017; Guyes et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2017). For instance,
the addition of ion exchange membranes in front of porous carbon electrodes is known as
1

Membrane Capacitive Deionization (MCDI), and MCDI helps to overcome the adsorption of coions, that is, ions of same polarity as the electrode (Lee et al. 2006; Li and Zou 2011; Fritz et al.
2018). Ion exchange resins are also directly incorporated into the electrode or electrodes coated
with ion selective coatings for higher efficiency (J. Kim and Choi 2010; Liu et al. 2014; Palakkal
and Arges 2017; Jain et al. 2018; Zuo et al. 2018). This research ensures the use of metrics that
allow for comparison with other CDI devices and with other desalination technologies. For CDI
to become a standard desalination technology, CDI research must show comparable performance
metrics with other desalination technologies and scalability from small laboratory scale to
domestic, municipal, or industrial scale.
This dissertation is in collaboration with the National Science Foundation Nano-systems
Engineering Research Center for Nanotechnology Enabled Water Treatment (NEWT EEC
1449500). The NEWT center works to identify and develop technologies that enhances provision
of clean water anywhere in the world. MCDI has been identified by the NEWT center as a
technology capable of tapping from unconventional water sources. This dissertation, therefore,
helps to elucidate the feasibility of MCDI for high salinity water desalination. The dissertation is
divided into three chapters covering experimental and model-based evaluation of brackish water
desalination by membrane capacitive deionization (MCDI). The first chapter discusses a
parametric analysis of MCDI with different key desalination performance metrics. The second
chapter focuses on the development of a model for desalination performance prediction, while the
third chapter covers the fabrication of an MCDI reactor incorporating the use of aqueous processed
electrodes in a bench scale multicell set up.
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Chapter 1 Parametric Analysis of Membrane Capacitive Deionization
Performance for Synthetic and Real Brackish Water Desalination
Abstract
Membrane capacitive deionization (MCDI) is a desalination method that uses electrical voltage
across two porous electrodes with ion exchange membranes (IEMs) to remove ions from saline
water. The purpose of this research was to characterize the sensitivity of key MCDI performance
metrics such as salinity removal, hydraulic recovery, and specific energy consumption to key
operating parameters such as applied voltage, detention time and feed water salinity. Multiple
experiments were performed with sodium chloride solutions in brackish water concentrations to
identify optimum operating conditions. Experiments were then performed on real brackish water
from El Paso Water’s Kay Bailey Hutchinson desalination plant to demonstrate methods for
achieving high hydraulic recovery. All experimental results and calculations used in the
understanding of system performance were normalized to allow applicability by other researchers.
The research findings showed that increasing MCDI reactor detention time yields higher salt
removal but with a decline in charge efficiency for the system. An effective reactor detention time
of 15 s to 60 s and an applied voltage of 1.2 V was selected for the 2,380 mg/L brackish water
experiments. Results showed possibility of achieving water recovery ranges from 56% to 99%
with a cumulative SEC range of 0.3 kWh/m3 to 1.2 kWh/m3. The maximum single-pass
conductivity reduction was from 32.5% to 76.2%.
Keywords: Membrane Capacitive Deionization, Brackish Water, Charge Efficiency, Specific
Energy Consumption, Hydraulic Recovery
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1.1 Introduction
1.1.1 BACKGROUND
Several research groups have described effects of different operating conditions on the
performance of CDI devices to generate optimum conditions for operation. Huyskens et al.,
(Huyskens et al. 2013) used a factorial design of experiments to screen desalination performance
parameters for a CDI unit in their work and were able to achieve between 78 % to 93% water
recovery. Their experiments were performed on a single cell CDI unit (with ion exchange
membranes known as MCDI in literature) with sodium chloride solutions (500 – 1000 mg/L) but
did not define their operational detention times. They operated the discharge or concentrate phase
by using a no flow period and afterwards a purging period to achieve higher recovery (Huyskens
et al. 2013). Parameter-based evaluation has also been done and with the use of genetic algorithms
to optimize the performance of CDI systems or by combining CDI with other technologies (Saleem
and Kim 2018; Saleem et al. 2017). Broséus et al., (Broséus et al. 2009) performed experiments to
determine the feasibility of MCDI for desalination of water spiked with different sodium chloride,
ammonium and nitrate concentrations (raw water total dissolved solids (TDS) concentration of
940 mg/L to 1,290 mg/L). Their tests showed water recovery rates ranging from 64 % to 96 % and
achieving a treated effluent of 60 to 160 mg/L at 1.25 V constant voltage operation. The discharge
phase was operated by reversing polarity for electrodes regeneration, followed by a purge phase
(Broséus et al. 2009). Xu et al., (Xu et al. 2008) evaluated the ion selectivity and capability of
treating brackish produced water from natural gas operations and reported hydraulic recoveries on
the order of 25% to 33%. The chemistry of the water tested was mainly sodium chloride with other
ions at relatively low concentrations (Xu et al. 2008). Yu et al. (2014) also conducted research on
the application of CDI to improve the overall recovery of a wastewater treatment facility from
75% to 90%, treating RO concentrate water from a municipal waste water treatment plant (TDS
4

undefined). Han, Karthikeyan, & Gregory (2015) performed experiments with sodium chloride
solutions and achieved a recovery up to 80%, by polarity reversal in the concentrate phase. Yao &
Tang (2016) also explored the use of different desorption modes for their CDI system, treating
sodium chloride (793 mg/L). Their conclusion was that optimizing flow rates in the desorption
phase is needed for reduction of concentrate water volume, but then didn’t state water recovery
values. The challenge of waste or concentrate disposal is also of high impact in the feasibility for
the use of desalination for high salinity water, especially in inland cases. Therefore, it is important
to have technologies that can achieve high hydraulic recovery with sufficient ion removal for
desired water quality goals (Greenlee et al. 2009)
Although research has been performed extensively on CDI for water desalination since its
introduction in 1960 (Porada, Zhao et al. 2013), to our knowledge there has not been detailed
parametric experimental analysis to show operational parameter effects over a wide range of
conditions for brackish water desalination. Specifically, the reactor detention time has often been
omitted in publication by many researchers, thus making it difficult to compare among CDI
investigations and among other desalination technologies. It is also important to show operational
parameter sensitivity analysis and high recovery possibilities with the more efficient MCDI and
with multiple cells, as applied in real world systems. This is the motivation for evaluating the
desalination performance of MCDI over a wide range of operating parameters and brackish feed
water salinity, as well as the ability to achieve high hydraulic recovery with a brackish water
source.
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1.1.2 RESEARCH GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
There were two major objectives to be achieved with this research, and they are as follows.
The first objective was to benchmark the performance of MCDI for desalination of brackish water.
This was achieved by performing experiments for the desalination of varying brackish water
(sodium chloride) solutions using a commercially available MCDI unit. The parameters used were
calculated and reported in normalized units that allow for understanding the effects of scaling up
to a larger scale operation. The second objective was to identify the operational conditions to
achieve high recovery and explore the tradeoffs in product water quality and specific energy
consumption (SEC). This is a unique research question being answered with this paper. The use
of different operational modes helps in identifying combinations to achieve high recovery by
reducing the fraction of water in the concentrate phase in comparison to the product phase.

1.2 Methodology
1.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL MCDI SYSTEM
A commercial Voltea VS1 MCDI module was purchased for this research, and a photo is
shown in Figure 1.1 (a). The VS1 module has a stack of 17 cells with an octagonal cross-section.
The hydraulic inlet port is connected to an annular manifold around the octagonal cross-section,
and the feed flows in the negative radial direction and exits from the center of the octagonal crosssection, as shown in Figure 1.1 (b). A residence time distribution (RTD) analysis was performed
on the MCDI reactor, and depending on flow rate, the system behaved as 7 – 12 tanks-in-series
(TIS) or as a dispersed flow reactor with a dispersion number of 0.032 – 0.096 (Supplemental
Information).
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(b)
(a)

outlet
outlet

inlet
inlet

Figure 1.1: (a) Picture of Voltea VS1 Module and (b) Schematic of the Cross-Sectional Area for
Voltea VS1 Module with flow path
National Instruments (NI) LabVIEW (2016) was used for creating a supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) system for MCDI operation. A BK Precision 9151 programmable
DC power supply (20 V/27 A) with RS232 communication was used as the power supply unit for
voltage applications. An NI multi-function I/O USB-6009 was used for monitoring the voltage
across the terminals of the MCDI device. An NI cDAQ – 9174 USB chassis was used with NI 9264
(Voltage Output, -10 V to 10 V), NI 9265 (Current Output, 4 to 20 mA) and NI 9215 (Voltage
Input, -10 V to 10 V) modules attached. A Hantek current clamp (CC-65) was connected to the NI
9215 cassette for monitoring the current in the adsorption and desorption phases. A programmable
Masterflex pump drive (7528 - 10) with pump head (7518 - 00) was used for feeding water into
the MCDI unit with Masterflex L/S 16 tubing. The Masterflex pump drive was controlled with a
4 mA to 20 mA signal from the NI 9265 module.
A Thermo Scientific Orion 5-star meter with pH probe (8107UWMMD) and conductivity
probe (013005MD) was used for monitoring pH, oxidation reduction potential - ORP (mV),
conductivity (mS/cm), and temperature (ºC) with RS232 to USB communication. The pH and
conductivity probes were installed in flow through cells with an added volume of 10 mL and 5 mL
7

respectively. McMillan 111 and Omega FLR1000–11D flow meters were used to monitor the
flow rate for flow ranges of 20 – 200 mL/min and 200 – 2000 mL/min respectively with the
USB 6009 voltage analog input. Crydom D1D40 SPST relays were used for the automation of
short-circuit and polarity reversal controls for the concentrate phase operation. The Crydom relays
(normally open) were operated with voltage inputs (3.5 V – on, 1 V – off) from the NI 9264
module.

1.2.2 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Experiments for MCDI unit benchmarking for brackish water desalination were performed
with laboratory prepared synthetic sodium chloride (NaCl) solutions with a concentration range of
1,302 mg/L (22 mmol/L) to 5,721 mg/L (98 mmol/L) and conductivity of 2.5 to 10 mS/cm,
respectively. Constant voltage operation was used for each experiment at a voltage range of 0.4 V
to 1.2 V per cell. The detention time was controlled at 6 s to 180 s, corresponding to a flow rate of
320 mL/min to 11 mL/min, respectively. For the high recovery experiments, brackish water was
obtained from Kay Bailey Hutchinson (KBH) desalination plant in El Paso, Texas. The average
total dissolved solids (TDS) concentration and conductivity for this brackish water source were
2,380 mg/L and 4.66 mS/cm, respectively. The solutions and operational parameter ranges are
listed in Table 1.1. All experiments were performed under constant voltage operation with
complete electrode saturation before the desorption or concentrate phase (i.e., the voltage was not
disengaged until the product conductivity returned to the original feed conductivity).
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Table 1.1: Experimental design of brackish feed solutions and MCDI operational parameter
ranges
Synthetic NaCl Solutions
NaCl conductivity, К0 (mS/cm) range

2.5 - 10

NaCl concentration (mg/L) range
1302 - 5271
Kay Bailey Hutchinson Desalination Plant Feed Water
Total dissolved solids (TDS) (mg/L)
2380
Conductivity (mS/cm)
4.66
Range of Operating parameters
Flow Rate (mL/min)
11 - 320
Detention time, τ (s)
180 - 6
Applied voltage (V)
0.4 - 1.2
The experiments were performed with the feed water fed through the MCDI unit for at
least 30 minutes and until the influent and effluent conductivities were equal. The product
(desalination) phase was initialized with the application of voltage. The product phase continued
until the conductivity of the effluent from the MCDI unit equaled the feed conductivity (i.e.,
maximum sorption and end of charging phase). The concentrate phase began by disengaging
voltage application and short-circuiting the MCDI terminals (or applying a voltage with reversed
polarity). The concentrate phase continued until all adsorbed ions were desorbed (complete
desorption), i.e., the point when the conductivity of the effluent equals the feed conductivity. The
operating parameters and water quality for the 17 benchmark experiments are as shown in Table
1.2. These parameters were chosen based on brackish water concentration ranges. The usual
voltage application range chosen does not exceed 1.2 V, since hydrolysis occurs at over 1.2 V (He
et al. 2016).
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Table 1.2: List of experiments performed for MCDI desalination of sodium chloride feed
solution: applied voltage, detention time, and conductivity
Feed
Experiment
Voltage
Detention
Conductivity
Number
(Volts)
time (s)
(mS/cm)
1
0.4
180
5
2
0.5
12
3
3
0.5
60
5
4
0.5
120
5
5
0.8
180
5
6
1.0
12
3
7
1.0
6
3
8
1.0
12
6
9
1.0
60
5
10
1.2
180
2.5
11
1.2
60
5
12
1.2
120
5
13
1.2
180
5
14
1.2
180
10
15
1.2
30
5
16
1.2
15
5
17
1.2
45
5
1.2.3 ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The performance of the MCDI system was determined by evaluating for salinity removal
as conductivity reduction, hydraulic recovery, charge efficiency, and specific energy consumption.
Each reported result is based on an average of a minimum of six adsorption/desorption cycles. A
Visual Basic for Application (VBA) code was developed within Microsoft Excel for performing
these calculations. Example conductivity data for four tests are shown in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Raw conductivity data for four different experiments with different sodium chloride
feed water concentrations (conductivity in mS/cm), operational detention time and applied
voltage
1.2.4 CONDUCTIVITY REDUCTION (R)
The salt removal (R) is calculated based on the conductivity reduction (i.e., conductivity is
proportional to total dissolved solids concentration). The conductivity reduction is calculated as:

Equation 1.1

К

𝑅(𝑡) = 1 − К 𝑡

𝑓

𝑡

Equation 1.2

𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙 (𝑡) =

∫0 𝑅(𝑡)𝑑𝑡
𝑡

∫0 𝑑𝑡

where R(t) is the instantaneous conductivity reduction at any time (t) during the experiment, 𝜅𝑡 is
the conductivity during the product phase at time t, and 𝜅𝑓 is the conductivity of the feed solution.
Removal(t) is the average conductivity reduction at any time during the adsorption phase.
Cumulative conductivity reduction is shown in Figure 1.3 (a) for test data in Figure 1.2. The
maximum cumulative removal points are noted in Figure 1.3 (a). The dimensionless time (ϴ) is
calculated as:
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𝑡

𝛳=𝜏

Equation 1.3

where t is any time point during the test and τ is the MCDI reactor detention time.
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Figure 1.3: Desalination performance trends for four experiments with varying operating
parameters for the Voltea VS1 MCDI device (a) Cumulative conductivity reduction (salt
removal) (b) Charge efficiency (c) Hydraulic recovery (d) Specific energy consumption
1.2.5

CHARGE EFFICIENCY
Charge efficiency (ƞc) describes the effectiveness of the invested electrical current in

removal of ions from the feed solution (Zhao et al. 2009), and is calculated as:

Equation 1.4

ƞ𝑐 (𝑡) =

𝑁𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑁𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐

𝑡

=

∫0 𝐹 (𝐶𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑 (𝑡))𝑄 𝑑𝑡
𝑡

∫0 𝐼 𝑑𝑡

where 𝑁𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑑 is the number of coulombs of salt removed, 𝑁𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 is the number of electric
-1

coulombs invested, 𝐹 is Faraday’s number (96485.3 C eq ), 𝐶𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 is the salt concentration (eq/L)
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of the feed, 𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑 (𝑡) is the salt concentration (eq/L) of the product at time, t, 𝑄 is the flow rate
(L/s), and 𝐼 is the current measured (Amps or C/s). The charge efficiency is shown in Figure 1.3
(b) for example data shown in Figure 1.2.

1.2.6 HYDRAULIC RECOVERY
Hydraulic recovery (r) is the fraction of product water that is produced from the total
volume of feed water.
𝑡

Equation 1.5

𝑟(𝑡) =

∫0 𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑑𝑡
𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒

∫0

𝑄𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑡

where 𝑄𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 is the flow rate during the product phase (adsorption), and 𝑄𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 is the flow rate
for each time step throughout the MCDI operation cycle. Recovery is shown in Figure 1.3 (c) for
test data shown in Figure 1.2. A hydraulic recovery greater than 50 % is a result of a shorter
concentrate phase than product phase with the same flow rate used for both phases.

1.2.7 SPECIFIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION (SEC)
The specific energy consumption (SEC) represents the energy consumption per unit volume of
water that is produced (kWh/m3) and is calculated as follows:

Equation 1.6

𝑆𝐸𝐶(𝑡) =

𝐸

=
𝑉

𝑡

∫0 (𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 (𝑡) + 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑑 (𝑡))𝑑𝑡
𝑡

∫0 𝑄 𝑑𝑡

where 𝐸 is the energy invested, 𝑉 is the volume of water produced (product phase), 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 is the
electric power invested into the MCDI for desalination, 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑑 is the hydraulic power (pumping
power), and 𝑄 is the product flow rate at time t, during the experiment. Sample SEC calculations
are shown in Figure 1.3 (d) for data shown in Figure 1.2.
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1.2.8 CONCENTRATE PHASE OPERATION MODES
The operation modes in the concentrate phase are described in this section with notations
assigned for each operation. The goal of the use of different operation modes was to identify a
combination to achieve high hydraulic recovery.
SC:

This indicates a short-circuit (SC) electrical operation during the concentrate phase.

PR:

This designates an operation of polarity reversal (PR) during the concentrate phase.

EF:

This is an equal-flow (EF) operation indicating the same flow rate of the product
phase.

LF:

This is a low-flow (LF) operation indicating a concentrate phase operation with
reduced flow rate (higher detention time) compared to the product phase.

NF:

This signifies a period of no-flow (NF) in the concentrate phase.

The above listed operation modes were combined in different forms to search for an optimum
performance for high recovery combination.

1.3 Results and discussions
1.3.1 BENCHMARK ANALYSIS
Objective 1 involved the benchmark of membrane capacitive deionization and the
determination of key performance parameters: salinity removal (R), hydraulic recovery (r), charge
efficiency (ƞc), and specific energy consumption (SEC). As shown in Figure 1.4 (b), a greater
voltage application resulted in a greater end of cycle salinity removal for the same feed water
salinity and detention time operation. Hence, the cumulative removal is dependent on the voltage
applied for desalination and the hydraulic detention time of the system. The call-out numbers
shown on the scatter plot in Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.5 represent the feed water conductivity for
each experiment performed.
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Figure 1.4: Results for experiments at different product phase applied voltage (marker color),
flow detention times (x-axis) and feed water salinity (mS/cm, marker shapes and data callout
numbers); (a) Maximum single-pass cumulative salinity removal (b) End of charging phase
cumulative salinity removal (c) Hydraulic recovery at end of cycle
The total cumulative salt removal was observed to increase up to a detention time of 60 s, with
marginal difference beyond the 60 s of operating detention time. The operating detention time
analysis will mostly be different CDI or MCDI reactor electrode thickness, electrode density, ion
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transport kinetics, and spacer to electrode thickness ratio. As shown in Chapter 3 here, a different
reactor also showed very similar behavior.
As explained earlier, the hydraulic recovery of the system depends on the concentrate phase
flow. All experiments except three shown in Figure 1.4 (c) were performed by the short-circuit
(SC) and equal-flow (EF) modes for the concentrate phase. The experiments with 1.2 V applied
for a feed conductivity of 5 mS/cm and product phase detention times of 15 s, 30 s, and 45 s were
operated with concentrate phase detention times of eight, six, and three times the product phase,
respectively.
As shown in Figure 1.5 (a) and (b), further experiments showed the charge efficiency (C.E.)
varying based on the feed water salinity and detention time. Higher detention time operation
showed less charge efficiency and requires further investigation into the reason for the
inefficiencies observed at the higher detention time operation. Several researchers have attributed
lower charge efficiencies to faradaic reactions in capacitive deionization (Lee et al. 2010; C. Zhang
et al. 2018)
Operation with lower applied voltage resulted in a lower SEC for a given detention time
and feed water salinity, as shown in Figure 1.5 (c) and (d). Operation at shorter detention time also
resulted in a lower SEC for a given voltage and feed water salinity. Generally, higher detention
time applications are not favorable with the current MCDI reactor design.
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Figure 1.5: Results for experiments at different product phase voltage (marker color), detention
times (x-axis) and feed water salinity (mS/cm, marker shapes and data callout numbers); Charge
efficiency at (a) the point of maximum salinity removal, (b) end of cycle, and Specific Energy
Consumption (SEC) at (c) maximum removal, and (d) end of cycle
1.3.2 ACHIEVING HIGH HYDRAULIC RECOVERY WITH REAL BRACKISH WATER
Experiments were performed with real brackish water to identify operation that results in
high recovery by choosing different operation modes in the concentrate phase. Four experiments
were performed on brackish feed water with an electrical conductivity of 4.72 mS/cm from the
Kay Bailey Hutchinson (KBH) desalination plant in El Paso, Texas. Experiments were performed
with product phase voltage of 1.2 V and product phase detention times of 12 s, 15 s, 45 s, and 60 s.
The operation conditions and desalination performance for the four experiments are shown in
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Table 1.3. The maximum and cumulative average conductivity reduction (salt removal) are shown
in Figure 1.6 (a). The maximum conductivity reduction was achieved with a product detention
time of 45 s.

Table 1.3: Operation conditions, Maximum Conductivity Reduction, Cumulative Conductivity
Reduction, and Hydraulic Recovery for experiments with KBH desalination plant feed water
Product
Phase
Detention
time (s)
12
15
45

60

Product Concentrate
Conc.
Maximum
Total
Phase
Phase
Flow
Conductivity conductivity
Flow
Mode and
Rate
Reduction
reduction
Rate
duration
(mL/min)
(%)
(%)
(mL/min)
(min)1
LF (7)
320
PR (1)
202
32.5
10.1
LF (3)
128
LF (74)
6.4
62.1
26.0
LF (7)
43
PR (1)
6.4
76.2
41.6
LF (44)
LF (7)
32
NF (10)
6.4
74.4
39.1
LF (70)

Full Cycle
Hydraulic
Recovery

99.95%
67%
75%

55.68%

The cumulative hydraulic recovery is shown in Figure 1.6 (b). The “LF-PR-LF” operation
mode in the concentrate phase begins with low-flow (LF) mode for a fraction of the concentrate
phase, followed by a short polarity reversal (PR) mode (-1.2 V), and then ends with LF mode. The
“LF-NF-LF” mode begins with LF, followed by a now-flow (NF) mode and concluded by a LF
mode. With a product phase detention time of 45 s, a recovery of 75% was achieved with the
“LF-PR-LF" concentrate phase operation (more than one pass of MCDI treatment may be used to
achieve desired product quality. The corresponding SEC (kWh/m3) values for the four experiments
are shown in Figure 1.6 (c). The SEC values at maximum sorption ranged from 0.3 to 1.2 kWh/m3.

1
2

Numbers in parenthesis represents duration for each mode of the concentrate phase operation
Operation was at varying flow rates with an average of 20 mL/min
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These experiments validate the possibility of achieving high recovery desalination with MCDI
although it requires further tests to hone in on the optimum combinations.
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Figure 1.6: (a) Maximum and Cumulative Conductivity Reduction (b) Hydraulic recovery
(c) Specific Energy Consumption (SEC) for KBH brackish water desalination by Voltea VS1
MCDI unit
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1.4 Conclusions
This research evaluated the performance of a multicell commercial MCDI unit with ion
exchange polymer coated electrodes for the treatment of brackish water. The main research
objective was to establish a benchmark for MCDI performance and elucidate the effects of
operating parameters of detention time, applied voltage, and feed water salinity on key desalination
performance metrics of salinity removal, hydraulic recovery, charge efficiency and specific energy
consumption. The importance of detention time for CDI research was established, as it helps to
make meaningful comparisons within CDI research and with other desalination technologies. The
charge efficiency in MCDI operations for the brackish water range tested has also helped to
establish that in contrast to earlier conclusions in literature, higher feed water salinity has a
negative effect on the charge efficiency. The SEC was mainly governed by the applied voltage and
the resulting charge efficiency based on operation conditions, with higher voltage applications
resulting in higher SEC values.
Furthermore, experiments were performed in the observed optimum operation conditions
with real brackish water to establish a methodology for achieving high hydraulic recovery with
minimal extra energy investment. The applied voltage for the real brackish water experiment was
set at 1.2 V, and product phase detention times for the tests were 12 s, 15 s, 45 s, and 60 s. Different
operation modes were used for the concentrate phase to identify a combination that gives the
highest recovery. The concentrate phase operation of “LF-PR-LF” was determined to be the
combination that gives the highest recovery. Hydraulic recovery greater than 75 % was achieved
by the “LF-PR-LF” mode operating with a substantially lower flow rate during the concentrate
phase. For the KBH brackish water treated at 45 s of detention time, a recovery of 75% was
achieved with a single pass conductivity reduction of 42 %.
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Chapter 2. Simplified Randles Circuit Model for Desalination Performance
Prediction of Multicell Membrane Capacitive Deionization (MCDI)
Systems
Abstract
Membrane Capacitive deionization (MCDI) is a desalination technology operating by the
application of electrical voltage across porous electrodes with ion exchange membranes for
removal of charged ions from water. The purpose of this research was to develop a mathematical
model based on a Simplified Randles circuit to predict the desalination performance of an MCDI
device used in treatment of water with brackish concentrations. Model development was
performed after characterizing the relationships of the different MCDI systems metrics such as
salinity removal, charge efficiency, hydraulic recovery, and specific energy consumption to
different system operating parameters. The electrical current response for the multicell MCDI
device was then modeled as a function of solution resistance, and the electric double layer
capacitance of the MCDI device. The Simplified Randles Circuit (RCR) model was explored for
constant voltage operation of MCDI. The RCR model varying resistance with effluent conductivity
showed better performance with lower root mean squared error (RMSE). The current density
predictions by the RCR model was suitable for operations at shorter detention times (6 s to 60 s).
Keywords: Capacitive Deionization, Simplified Randles Circuit, Membrane, Specific energy
consumption, Brackish water
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2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 BACKGROUND
Capacitive deionization CDI is a water desalination technology with promising energy
efficiency for desalinating water with low ionic content, as in brackish water, and with the
capability of energy recovery (Tang et al. 2016; Długołęcki and van der Wal 2013; Porada,
Borchardt et al. 2013; M. E. Suss et al. 2012). CDI has been combined with ion exchange
membranes, a configuration referred to as membrane capacitive deionization (MCDI) (Jain et al.
2018; Biesheuvel and Van der Wal 2010; Li and Zou 2011). MCDI can also be used to selectively
remove different ions or compounds from a mixture. This selective separation capability is also an
advantage over reverse osmosis and makes MCDI valuable for water treatment in the mining
industry and in hospitals (Zhao et al. 2009; Y. Kim and Choi 2010; Yan et al. 2018).
For MCDI (used in this research for its higher efficiency for desalination) to become more
competitive for water desalination, there is a need for the development of predictive models based
on simple characteristics of the MCDI devices (M. Suss, Porada, Sun, Biesheuvel, Yoon and
Presser 2015). The prediction model should help determine based on these characteristics of the
MCDI device and the operation parameters employed, the MCDI performance in terms of
desalination degree or salt removal, hydraulic recovery, and energy consumption.
Electrode materials in CDI are usually fabricated from porous activated carbon with high
internal specific surface area. Experimental data have been used to develop and validate models
for the double-layer structure of porous materials. There have been several studies to model the
electric double layer (EDL) of CDI devices, most commonly by the Gouy-Chapman-Stern (GCS)
and modified-Donnan (mD) EDL models (Johnson and Newman 1971; Guyes et al. 2017;
Biesheuvel et al. 2011; Saleem and Kim 2018; Hemmatifar et al. 2015). The GCS model is a
theoretical model that suggests that a high Stern layer capacity is beneficial for high salt adsorption.
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Zhao et al (2009) used the equilibrium salt adsorption and electrode charge as input parameters for
developing an electro-kinetic CDI process model based on GCS double layer model and further
described by the equilibrium Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The Nerst-Planck equation has also
been used for describing the transport of ions through electrodes or through ion-exchange
membranes used in MCDI (Szymczyk et al. 2009). More recently models have been developed
with device specific parameters of system volume, flow rate, and inlet water quality (Mutha et al.
2018). The complexity of these models has limited there application especially for real world
systems.
Another approach to the modeling of CDI devices is the use of electrical circuit models
such as the RC circuit model (Black and Andreas 2010). Qu et al. (2016) used first order analysis
of energy dissipation by an RC circuit model to elucidate the energy consumption associated with
the charging and discharging of a flow through CDI reactor. Qu et al. (2016) showed that the RC
circuit model does not capture losses and inefficiencies such as reactions occurring on the electrode
surface. They further described the resistive and capacitive components in CDI by the transmission
line (TL) model. The TL model which is built upon constant salt concentration theories has also
been discussed to have limitations for technologies with changing electrolyte concentration such
as MCDI (Mirzadeh et al. 2014; M. E. Suss et al. 2012). Tang, He, Zhang, & Waite (2017) also
used a circuit model based on different resistances of a commercial MCDI unit to characterize the
voltage variation in the adsorption and desorption steps of their CDI operation. The preceding
models discussed have helped in the understanding of CDI and MCDI performance mostly for salt
removal (theoretical models) and for energy consumption. This research improves on the RC
circuit model for the prediction of the current density response at different operation conditions.
To our knowledge, no one has used an electric circuit model to effectively predict the desalination
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performance of salt removal based on the current density for MCDI and the system charge
efficiency.

2.1.2 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
This research introduced and made use of the Simplified Randles Circuit Model based on
simple characteristics of the MCDI devices to closely predict the MCDI devices desalination
performance, and charge efficiency. The novelty of this research is in the application of the
Simplified Randles Circuit for the prediction of the electrical current and the charge efficiency of
the MCDI system in the charging phase. Furthermore, as never shown before, the effective current
was used to predict salt removal and effluent conductivity with application to different feed
salinities. Considering that water quality differs from one location to the other, a model with
simplified characteristics of the MCDI device is highly beneficial for MCDI applications.
The first objective was to develop a Simplified Randles electrical circuit model to simulate
the electrical current and charge efficiency of an MCDI device, and the second objective was to
simulate salt removal based on the predicted current.
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2.2 Methodology
2.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL MCDI SYSTEM
The supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system used for the experiments
reported here is as explained in Chapter 1. Experiments were performed on the Voltea VS1 MCDI
module and were used to develop the equivalent circuit models.

2.2.2 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Experiments were initially performed on the commercial MCDI unit as described in
Chapter 1. The experiments were performed at constant voltage application and by allowing for
full adsorption capacity before desorption of the electrodes (i.e. charging phase duration was ended
when the effluent conductivity equaled the feed conductivity). The operating parameters of
applied voltage, detention time, and sodium chloride feed water conductivity for the experiments
used in this chapter are listed in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: List of experiments discussed for MCDI model with applied voltage, detention time,
and sodium chloride feed solution conductivity
Experiment
Number

Voltage
(Volts)

Detention
time (s)

1
2
3
4
5
6

1.2
1.2
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5

15
60
12
60
12
60
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Feed
Conductivity
(mS/cm)
5
5
3
5
3
5

2.2.3 ANALYSIS AND CALCULATIONS FOR DETERMINING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Calculations for evaluating the system performance in terms of salinity removal, hydraulic
recovery, charge efficiency, and specific energy consumption were performed as described in
Chapter 1. In addition to the earlier stated calculations, the adsorption or charging phase salt
adsorption capacitance (SACf) for each experiment was calculated using the equation below. This
salt adsorption capacitance was then normalized by the MCDI reactor total surface area.

Equation 2.1

SACf (𝐹𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑑) = ∫

𝑡 𝐹 (𝐶𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑

− 𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑 (𝑡)) 𝑄𝑑𝑡
𝑉

0

-1

where 𝐹 is Faraday’s number (96485.3 C eq ), 𝐶𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 is the salt concentration (eq/L) of the feed,
𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑 (𝑡) is the salt concentration (eq/L) of the product at time, t (s), 𝑄 is the flow rate (L/s), and
V is the applied voltage for the respective experiment. The MCDI system product phase superficial
velocity was also determined as a function of the system flow path using the following equation.

Equation 2.2

𝑄

𝜇𝑠 = 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

where μs is the superficial velocity (cm/s), Q is the volume flow rate of the reactor (cm3/s), and
Area is the total cross-sectional area of the flow channel (cm2).

2.2.4 MODEL DEVELOPMENT
A resistor-capacitor (RC) circuit model (Figure 2.1) was used as the first step to simulate
the electrical current with respect to time for the MCDI units during the charging phase.
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Figure 2.1: RC Circuit diagram
The RC circuit consists of a resistor and a capacitor in series with a power source. For constant
voltage application to a CDI reactor, the current response is defined by the following equation
(Qu et al. 2016).

Equation 2.3

𝑉

𝑡

𝐼(𝑡) = 𝑅 𝑒 −𝑅𝐶

where V is the voltage applied in Volts, R is the resistance in Ohms, and C is the capacitance in
Farads. The RC circuit model does not effectively model the losses that occur in MCDI operation
but has been used for energy consumption estimation (Qu et al. 2016).
The Simplified Randles Circuit (RCR) model as shown in Figure 2.2 was developed and
used for modeling the current in the adsorption phase.

Figure 2.2: Simplified Randles Circuit (RCR) diagram
The current through Resistor 1 (R1), 𝑖1 , which is the location at which experimental current is being
observed, must equal the sum of the current through the capacitor, 𝑖3 , (i.e., effective desalination)
and the loss, i2, through the added parallel resistor (R2). The equations for the current response at
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constant voltage operation with respect to time using the RCR circuit for i1, i2, and i3 are derived
and shown below.

𝑖1 = 𝑖2 + 𝑖̇3

Equation 2.4

𝑖2 (𝑡) =
Equation 2.5

𝑉
−𝛼𝑡
(1 − exp (
))
𝛼𝑅2
𝑅1 𝐶

𝑖3 (𝑡) =
Equation 2.6

𝑉
−𝛼𝑡
exp (
)
𝑅1
𝑅1 𝐶

where C is the capacitance. V is the constant voltage being applied, t is the time, and α is a constant
based on the ratio of R1 and R2 as shown below.

Equation 2.7

𝛼 =1+

𝑅1
𝑅2

The first step of the model development involved the use of empirical mathematical
solutions to predict the current response. An empirical RC circuit model was made using the
Generalized Reduced Gradient algorithm in the solver add in tool of Microsoft Excel. The least
root mean square error (RMSE) regression model for predicting the current density generates a
local optimum solution for fixed objective variables of Resistance, R (ohms), and Capacitance, C
(Farads) for the RC circuit. An empirical RCR model was then developed to compare the
performance to the RC circuit model using the root mean square error (RMSE). The empirical
RCR model generates a local optimum for constant values of R1, R2 and C. Furthermore, a third
model was developed based on the empirical RCR model but with R1 varying with respect to the
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conductivity of the solution in the system and a fixed objective variable for C. For this third model,
the values of R1 (ohms) with respect to time t were calculated as follows:

Equation 2.8

𝑅1 (𝑡) = 𝐴 + К

𝐵
(𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛)

where A (Ω), and B (cm-1) are constants based on respective MCDI system characteristics and
operational conditions. К(𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛) is the logarithmic mean of the feed conductivity (S/cm) and the
product water conductivity (S/cm) (arithmetic mean is used when the feed conductivity is the same
as the product conductivity).
The RCR models were subject to the following constraints:
At time t = 0, the value of 𝑅1 was observed to be approximately constant across (i.e. independent
of any experimental conditions) all 17 experiments listed in Chapter 1 with a value of 0.0583 Ω
within a coefficient of variation of 5.4 %.
𝑅1 =

Hence at t = 0

𝑉
𝑖1

≈

𝑉
𝑖3

and 𝑅2 is set based on the end of charging phase total resistance
so that

𝑅2 = 𝑖

𝑉
1 𝑎𝑡 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔

− 𝑅1

The charge efficiency at the end of the charging phase for the two RCR models was calculated by
the following equation.

Equation 2.9

𝐶. 𝐸 = 1 −

𝑖 (𝑡+1)+ 𝑖2 (𝑡)
∑[( 2
)𝛥𝑡]
2

𝑖 (𝑡+1)+ 𝑖1 (𝑡)
∑[( 1
)𝛥𝑡]
2

The current response i3, which is the effective current resulting in salt removal was integrated to
calculate coulombs of salt removed for the monovalent salt (sodium chloride) solutions used in
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this research. The integration was performed using the difference in each time step between the
feed water concentration and the number of effective electric coulombs invested per time step. A
discretized residence time analysis was also employed for the operation detention time being
modeled. The modeled concentration as a function of the current i3, is calculated with the following
equation.
𝑖3 𝑡−𝑘 +𝑖3 𝑡−(𝑘+1)

Equation 2.10

𝐶𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑡 = 𝐶𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 −

∑∞
𝑘=1[( 𝐹𝑡−𝑘 −𝐹𝑡−(𝑘+1) )×(

2

)]

𝐹 ×𝑄

where 𝐶𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑡 is the product water concentration (meq/L) with respect to time, t (s), 𝐶𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 is the
concentration of the feed solution (meq/L), F is the Faraday constant (96485.3 C/eq), and Q is
the flow rate (L/s).

2.3 Results and discussions
2.3.1 EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The salt adsorption capacitance (SACf) normalized by the total MCDI electrode surface
area for six experiments of the total 17 from Chapter 1 with the Voltea VS1 MCDI Module are
plotted against the superficial velocity as shown in Figure 2.3. The six experiments shown were
at 1.2 V constant voltage operation and 5 mS/cm sodium chloride feed solution with varying
operating detention times. This is to show the effect of system operation superficial velocity
based on the operation detention time on the SACf measured. Operating the MCDI system at
higher superficial velocities correlating to lower detention times resulted in higher SACf and
higher charge efficiencies as earlier explained in Chapter 1. This detention time effect was
further observed to be of high significance in the modeling of the system performance as
explained with the equivalent circuit model.
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Figure 2.3: Calculated salt adsorption capacitance (Farad/m2) for the Voltea VS1 MCDI unit
with respect to superficial velocity, for varying operating parameters of applied voltage,
detention time and feed water conductivity
2.3.2 ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT MODELS
The empirical models for the current response using the RC and Simplified Randles Circuit
(RCR) model was developed for an experiment with an applied voltage of 1 V, 12 s of detention
time, and 6 mS/cm of sodium chloride feed water. A least square error regression analysis was
performed to determine the resistance and capacitance for each electric circuit model. The current
density response in the adsorption phase for each model is as shown in Figure 2.4 (a). The current
density for this unit was calculated based on a single cell electrode surface area of 213 cm2 and 17
MCDI cells. The summary of the measured value and different model predictions for resistance,
capacitance and charge efficiency, and the RMSE for the current density by each model are shown
in Table 2.2. The experimentally measured capacitance is the salt adsorption capacitance at the
end of the adsorption phase for the experiment in question (Farads/m2). In comparison to the
experimental result, the RCR with varying resistances was the best performing model based on the
room mean squared error (RMSE) analysis. This model was then selected and used to predict the
product phase conductivity from the effective current (i3), through the capacitor. The conductivity
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prediction is shown in Figure 2.4 (b) with discretized residence time distribution applied for the
reactor.
Table 2.2: Comparison of experimentally measured parameters to model predicted values for a
1 V, 12 s, and 6 mS/cm experiment with the Voltea VS1 MCDI unit, and the Root Mean Squared
Error (RMSE) for current density prediction by each model
Parameter

Empirical
Empirical RCR,
RCR
Varying R1 with
(constant)
conductivity
1191
1011

Experimentally Empirical
Measured
RC

Capacitance (Farads)

950

R (Ohms)

-

0.061

R1 (Ohms)

-

-

0.06

0.05 - 0.08

R2 (Ohms)
Charge Efficiency (%)
RMSE (A/m2)

-

-

0.85
68
0.50

0.81 - 0.88
76
0.28

75

-

-

0.80
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-

1097

-

Current Density (A/m2)

(a) 60

Exp. Current Density
Empirical RC (RMSE=0.80)
Empirical RCR (RMSE=0.50)
Empirical RCR Varying R1 (RMSE=0.28)

40

20

0
0

2

Time (min)

4

6
1.0

(b) 6

Conductivity (mS/cm)

5

0.8
0.7

4
0.6
0.5

3

0.4
Exp. Conductivity

2

0.3

Mod. Conductivity by Empirical RCR Varying R1

0.2

Discretized F(t)

1

Mod. Conductivity RMSE = 0.14

F (cumulative distribution function)

0.9

0.1

Mean Relative Error = 2 %
0
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Figure 2.4: (a) Current response model in the adsorption phase for a 1 V, 15 s, and 5 mS/cm
sodium chloride experiment with Voltea VS1 MCDI unit. Model by an Empirical RC circuit,
Empirical RCR circuit, and Empirical RCR with varying resistances (b) Experimental and
predicted product phase conductivity from modeled current response and discretized F(t)
(secondary axis) for conductivity calculation from modeled i3.
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The next phase was the testing of the developed model for other experiments with the
Voltea VS1 MCDI module. The current density prediction based on the RCR with varying R1
(RCR) model is shown in Figure 2.5 (a) to (f) for six experiments from Chapter 1 with varying
operations of applied voltage, detention time, and feed water conductivity.

Current Density (A/m2)

(a)

Experiment Current Density
60

1.2 V, 15 s, 5 mS/cm
C.E: Exp. = 77%
C.E: Mod. = 76%
RMSE = 0.42
Mean Relative Error = 4 %

40
20

Current Density (A/m2)

(b)

1.2 V, 60 s, 5 mS/cm
C.E: Exp. = 79%
C.E: Mod. = 79%
RMSE = 1.00
Mean Relative Error = 11 %

60
40
20
0

0
0

10

(c) 60
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0

40
(d)
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1 V, 12 s, 3 mS/cm
C.E: Exp. = 85%
C.E: Mod. = 83%
RMSE = 0.40
Mean Relative Error = 3 %

40
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0

0
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(f)

0.5 V, 12 s, 3 mS/cm
C.E: Exp. = 97%
C.E: Mod. = 95%
RMSE = 0.11
Mean Relative Error = 3 %

40

5

1 V, 60 s, 5 mS/cm
C.E: Exp. = 82%
C.E: Mod. = 84%
RMSE = 1.07
Mean Relative Error = 7 %

40

20

0

Current Density (A/m2)

RCR

0.5 V, 60 s, 5 mS/cm
C.E: Exp. = 86%
C.E: Mod. = 85%
RMSE = 0.35
Mean Relative Error = 15 %
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Figure 2.5: Measured and predicted current densities, and charge efficiencies for six experiments
at varying operating conditions for desalination of brackish feed water by the Voltea VS1
Module MCDI unit
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For the six experiments shown in Figure 2.4, the fitting parameter values of A (Ω) and B (cm-1) of
Equation 2.8 as well as capacitance (C) are listed in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Fitting parameter values A (Ω), B (cm-1), Capacitance per unit area (Farads/m2), and
measured salt adsorption capacitance SACf per unit area for six experiments with the Voltea VS1
MCDI unit

Experiment3
1.2, 15, 5
1.2, 60, 5
1, 12, 3
1, 60, 5
0.5, 12, 3
0.5, 60, 5

A (Ω)
0.012
0.0009
0.055
0
0.0916
0.0001

-1

B (cm )
0.0064
0.0187
0.0025
0.0126
0.0005
0.0080

Model Salt
Adsorption
Capacitance
(Farads/m2)
3978
4016
3174
4074
2005
1707

Measured
SACf/m2
(Farads/m2)
3143
2991
2768
2900
2058
2235

RMSE
(A/m2)
0.42
1.00
0.40
1.07
0.11
0.35

The current response model showed the behavior of the MCDI unit based on different operation
conditions. The lower detention time operations began exponential decay at a much higher current
density than the higher detention time operations, which is a behavior closer to the RC Circuit
model. Longer charging times were also seen for longer detention time operations at higher voltage
applications. Overall, the RCR model was able to generate close predictions for the charge
efficiency measured with less than 3% difference for the six experiments shown. The A (Ω) and B
(cm_1) parameter constant for this device was determined to range from 0 to 0.11 and 0 to 0.02,
respectively. Better model fits (i.e. lower RMSE values) were correlated with shorter detention
times and lower voltage applied as shown in the RMSE values displayed on the figures. Further
information about the models and a summary table for the model predictions, experimental values,
and RMSE for all 17 experiments from Chapter 1 are shown in Appendix B.

3

Applied Voltage (V), Detention time (s), Feed water conductivity (mS/cm)
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2.4 Conclusions
In this research, three different model types based on electric circuits were tested to predict
the performance of an MCDI device based on operational characteristics and device
characteristics. The Simplified Randles circuit (RCR) model was developed and used to predict
the performance of a Voltea VS1 MCDI device at different operation conditions. The RCR model
with varying resistor R1 with conductivity was found to be more accurate (i.e. lower RMSE) than
the Empirical RC circuit or the Empirical RCR circuit models. The RCR model with varying R1
was also used to calculate the charge efficiency and effluent conductivity. The model prediction
was more accurate for lower detention time operations, which are preferred as in real world
systems due to the higher charge efficiency and smaller footprint. This model also presents a
research question for the development of a model based on the RCR model for multicomponent
water types. This research has shown the usefulness of an equivalent circuit in predicting the
current response for an MCDI device and the corresponding conversion of the current response to
the effluent conductivity.
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Chapter 3. Scale-up of high capacity aqueous processed electrodes for
membrane capacitive deionization
3.1

Introduction

3.1.1 BACKGROUND
Membrane capacitive deionization (MCDI) is a desalination technology rapidly gaining
interest from researchers due to its lower energy requirements for low salinity water (<3 g/L)
desalination (Porada et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2018; J. Zhang et al. 2017). MCDI uses porous
electrodes with ion exchange membranes placed in front of the electrodes to remove ions from
water when an electrical charge is applied. The ion exchange membrane helps prevent the transport
of co-ions into electrodes with the same polarity (Biesheuvel and Van der Wal 2010). The use of
organic solvents in the fabrication of electrodes for CDI has been found to be critical in the
environmental impact assessment of the technology (T. Yu et al. 2016). Jain et al. (2018)
established the need for alternative methods for electrode fabrication while reducing dependence
on the use of organic solvents. The salt adsorption capacity and charge efficiency for MCDI has
also been established as highly significant for the technology to gain applicability for desalination
(J. S. Kim et al. 2016; Omosebi et al. 2015; Bian et al. 2015).
As in most developing water treatment technologies, the ability to scale up from small scale
to large scale and reproducing the same performance achieved at small scale is very important (Xu
et al. 2008; Subramani and Jacangelo 2015; Lai et al. 2018). Jain et al. (2018) developed a scalable
completely aqueous processed electrode for capacitive deionization (CDI). The performance of
these electrodes at small scale (single cell 10 cm x 1cm) when paired with ion exchange
membranes exhibit salt adsorption capacity up to 0.308 meq/g (Jain et al., 2018). In this research,
we showed the scale up of the aqueous processed electrodes with the addition of ion exchange
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membranes in a bench scale multicell MCDI system for the treatment of synthetic brackish water.
The performance of the MCDI reactor with a single electrode size of 20 cm x 9 cm (total and
effective electrode size) and with up to 16 MCDI cells was evaluated at different operating
conditions. The effect of scaling up of the aqueous processed electrodes is demonstrated using key
desalination performance metrics of conductivity reduction, charge efficiency, hydraulic recovery,
and specific energy consumption.

3.1.2 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goal of this research was to evaluate the performance of aqueous processed electrodes
at bench scale for brackish water desalination. The first objective was to fabricate a plate and frame
multicell MCDI reactor. Secondly, the performance of the aqueous processed electrodes for MCDI
was established with experiments at different number of cells and varying operating parameters.
The performance was also compared to the performance of the commercial MCDI reactor tested
in Chapter 1. All comparisons were made based on key desalination parameters of conductivity
reduction (salt removal), charge efficiency, hydraulic recovery, and specific energy consumption.

3.2

Methodology

3.2.1 AQUEOUS PROCESSED ELECTRODES FOR MCDI
The aqueous processed electrodes were made at larger sizes (20 cm x 9 cm) in the
laboratory using CEP21K powdered activated carbon (PAC, surface area of 2100 m2/g) from
Power Carbon Technology Co., Ltd., Republic of Korea. The 2010A-00539100 graphite sheet
used as the current collector was obtained from Mineral Seal Corporation, USA with a thickness
of 0.005-in (0.13 mm). The electrodes were made using water-soluble poly vinyl alcohol (PVA,
89,000 – 98,000 g/mol, >99% hydrolyzed) as binder and glutaraldehyde (GA, 25% in water) as
the crosslinker. A 6% by weight PVA solution was first prepared by mixing in deionized water at
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90 °C for 4 h. GA solution was then added at ambient temperature at 5% mol/mol and mixed for
1 hr. The PAC was added and mixed gently to achieve a slurry composition with 30% solids by
weight. The mixing continued until homogeneity was achieved (usually after approximately 1 hr.).
The electrode slurry was casted onto the current collector with the use of an adjustable micrometer
film applicator (AP-99500806) from Paul N. Gardner Company Inc. The electrodes after casting
was air dried before annealed in the oven at 130 ºC.

3.2.2 FABRICATION OF MCDI STACK
An MCDI stack with total and effective single electrode area of 20 cm x 9 cm was
fabricated for this research. The stack was fabricated to accommodate multiple parallel MCDI
cells. Ion exchange membranes (CMX and AMX) with thickness of 0.13 mm were obtained from
ASTOM-Neosepta and cut into size (20 cm x 9 cm) for this application. The side view picture of
the MCDI stack and dimensions are shown in Figure 3.1 (a) and (b). A photo of the components
making up a single MCDI cell is shown in Figure 3.1 (c) with a U.S. quarter dollar for scale. The
stack was sealed with Neoprene Rubber (TK19653265T, thickness of 0.74 mm) around the
perimeter of the electrodes stack. The stack had a linear flow path with water flowing by the
electrodes through a 0.23 mm thick mesh spacer.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Side view of MCDI stack; (b) cross section and dimensions; (c) single cell set up
(cathode, cation exchange membrane (CEM), flow spacer, anion exchange membrane (AEM),
and anode)
3.2.3 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The experimental MCDI setup, including the supervisory control and data acquisition
system (SCADA), was explained in Chapter 1. Experiments were performed with NaCl solutions
with electrical conductivity of 3 mS/cm and 5 mS/cm (1569 mg/L and 2622 mg/L, respectively).
The experiments were performed with detention times of 12 s, 30 s, 60 s, and 120 s for different
number of MCDI cells. Constant voltage (1.2 V) operation was used for all experiments in the
sorption (charging or product) phase and the desorption (discharge or concentrate) phase was run
by short circuiting the MCDI device.

3.2.4 ANALYSIS AND CALCULATIONS FOR DETERMINING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The determination of performance parameters of conductivity reduction (salt removal),
charge efficiency, hydraulic recovery, and specific energy consumption (SEC) were explained in
Chapter 1. The salt adsorption capacity (SAC, meq/g) for the aqueous processed electrodes was
calculated by the following equation.
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𝑡

Equation 3.1

𝑆𝐴𝐶 =

𝑄 ∫0 (𝐶𝑓 − 𝐶𝑝 (𝑡))𝑑𝑡
𝑀𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒

where Q is the product phase flow rate, 𝐶𝑓 is the concentration of the feed solution (meq/L),
𝐶𝑝 (𝑡) is the concentration of the product water at any time, t (s), and 𝑀𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒 is the mass of
the anode and cathode (without the mass of the current collector).

3.3

Results and discussions

3.3.1 SCALED-UP ELECTRODES PERFORMANCE
Electrodes were fabricated as explained in §3.2.1 and SEM images of a sample electrode
are shown in Figure 3.2. The side view image (Figure 3.2 (a)) clearly shows the electrode slurry
cast (left) over the graphite current collector material and the difference in material composition.
The top view image for the slurry cast shows a highly porous electrode cast and with different
grains sizes.
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(b)

(a)
Current
Collector

Electrode
Slurry Cast

Figure 3.2: (a) SEM side view image of a sample fabricated electrode showing electrode slurry
cast over the graphite sheet current collector; (b) top view SEM image at two resolutions
The applicator was set to produce electrode plus current collector thicknesses of 0.35 mm. The
electrodes (without the mass of the current collector) weighed an average of 8.3 mg/cm2.
Experiments were performed at constant voltage of 1.2 V with a feed solution of 3 mS/cm or
5 mS/cm sodium chloride with one, four, eight, twelve, and sixteen MCDI cells. Overall, nineteen
experiments were performed, and analysis showed an average SAC of 0.413 meq/g with
coefficient of variation of 6%. Further details on this analysis is shown in Appendix C.

3.3.2 8-CELL MCDI REACTOR PERFORMANCE
Experiments were performed to show system desalination performance with eight cells
(total cell area of 0.128 m2) and was compared to performance observed for the commercial Voltea
VS1 MCDI module (17 cells, total cell area of 0.362 m2). The maximum conductivity reduction
(Maximum Cumulative Removal) achieved in the product phase for the experiments are shown in
Figure 3.3 (a). The Voltea MCDI unit (17 cells, 0.362 m2) was able to achieve a 78% maximum
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cumulative removal for the 5 mS/cm solution in comparison to the 60% achieved by the fabricated
8-cell device. The total cumulative conductivity reduction (Total Cumulative Removal) for the 8cell device for a 3 mS/cm and 5 mS/cm feed, and for a 5 mS/cm feed for the Voltea unit are shown
in Figure 3.3 (b). The fabricated MCDI device was able to achieve a highest total cumulative
removal of 24% for the full adsorption operation for a 5 mS/cm feed in comparison to the 46% for
the Voltea system.
The fabricated 8-cell MCDI device’s charge efficiency was observed to depend on
operation detention time as discussed in Chapter 1. Independent of a linear or radial flow path and
or the ion exchange layer thickness, the charge efficiency for the MCDI devices decreased with
increasing detention time as shown in Figure 3.3 (c) and (d). The hydraulic recovery is dependent
on the concentrate phase operation mode, and for the experiments shown in Figure 3.4 (a), the
78% hydraulic recovery was achieved by reducing the flow rate in the concentrate phase to oneeighth of the product flow rate. The fabricated MCDI unit was observed to exhibit faster desorption
(concentrate phase) kinetics at lower feed salinity (3 mS/cm sodium chloride) and lower detention
time operation (Figure 3.4 (a)).
The normalized specific energy consumption (NSEC, kWh/m3/meq/L removed) was
calculated by dividing the SEC by the salt removal measured (meq/L removed). The NSEC
observed for all experiments increased with higher detention times but also with the increase in
conductivity reduction as shown in Figure 3.4 (d). This research also helped demonstrate that
MCDI operation has a greater charge efficiency at lower detention times. As shown in Figure 3.4
(b), a reduction in charge efficiency and increasing the detention time for MCDI operation
contributes to higher NSEC. The equivalent SEC values are plotted and shown in Appendix C.
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Figure 3.3: Salinity removal at (a) maximum cumulative removal, (b) end of charging (sorption)
phase, and Charge Efficiency (C.E.) at (c) the point of maximum removal, and (d) the end of the
charging phase. Experiments at 1.2 V constant voltage operation with different sodium chloride
feed water conductivity (salinity) and detention times, for an 8-cell laboratory fabricated MCDI
device and a Voltea commercial VS1 MCDI unit.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Hydraulic recovery at the end of the MCDI cycle, (b) Effect of Charge Efficiency
(C.E.) and detention time (data callouts) on the normalized specific energy consumption (NSEC)
for an 8-cell MCDI reactor with aqueous processed electrodes, (c) NSEC at the point of
maximum cumulative removal and (d) NSEC at the end of charging cycle. Experiments
performed at 1.2 V constant voltage operation with different sodium chloride feed water
salinities for an 8-cell laboratory fabricated MCDI device and a Voltea commercial VS1 MCDI
unit.

3.4

Conclusions
This research successfully showed the fabrication of a bench scale MCDI reactor with

capability for multicell operation and up to 16 cells tested. The scale-up of aqueous processed
electrodes for MCDI (Jain et al. 2018) was demonstrated at multiple cells with an observed
average SAC of 0.413 meq/g (6% coefficient of variation). In comparison to initial small-scale
development (SAC of 0.308 meq/g), the aqueous processed electrodes showed good performance.
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This research helped to validate the performance of the non-organic solvent based aqueous
processed electrodes for MCDI application. This research also helped to reaffirm the effect of the
operating detention time condition on the performance of MCDI devices, which has been generally
lacking in previous research. as was not previously explained in MCDI research. Overall, the 8cell MCDI reactor with aqueous processed electrodes was able to achieve a maximum cumulative
salinity removal of 60% for a 5 mS/cm (2622 mg/L) sodium chloride solution. This research also
demonstrated that the charge efficiency of MCDI operation is greater at lower (<60 s) detention
time operations with experiments performed on two different MCDI reactors. The specific energy
consumption and the normalized specific energy consumption which significantly affects the
operation cost for desalination systems was observed to increase with higher detention times and
with the increase in conductivity reduction achieved (salt removal).
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GENERAL CONCLUSION
A research evaluation for brackish water desalination by membrane capacitive deionization
(MCDI) was performed to show the sensitivity of operating parameters to key desalination
performance. Experiments were performed on synthetic and real brackish waters with
concentration ranges of 22 meq/L to 98 meq/L (conductivity of 2.5 mS/cm to 10 mS/cm,
respectively). Operating voltage application range of 0.4 to 1.2 Volts was used for different MCDI
cell configurations. The range of system detention time tested for the MCDI configurations was
6 s to 180 s. The key desalination performance parameters used in this parametric evaluation
includes; conductivity reduction (salt removal), charge efficiency, hydraulic recovery, and the
specific energy consumption (SEC). Although research has been performed extensively on MCDI
there has not been detailed parametric experimental analysis based on the detention time.

The salt removal was observed to increase with the operation detention time and with the
voltage application used for the MCDI experiments. Doubling the operating voltage from 0.4 V to
0.8 V at the same detention time for a 5 mS/cm sodium chloride feed solution led to a 10% increase
(32% to 42%) in salt removal. The total charging phase salt removal increased from up to 60 s of
operating detention time but showed marginal increase with operating detention times greater than
60s. The detention time operation for MCDI was observed to have a negative impact on the system
charge efficiency. This is a significant research finding as not previously shown in MCDI research.
For the brackish water range tested in this research, a conclusion was drawn on the effect of higher
feed water salinity on the charge efficiency. In contrast to earlier discussions in literature, the charge
efficiency is negatively impacted by the feed water salinity. Operating at 180 s of detention time, with
an applied voltage of 1.2 V, the charge efficiency for feed sodium chloride of 2.5 mS/cm, 5 mS/cm,
and 10 mS/cm was 74%, 57% and 50%, respectively.
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The hydraulic recovery for MCDI is mainly dependent on the operating conditions used in the
concentrate phase. An analysis was done to identify a combination of operation conditions that
provides the highest hydraulic recovery for desalination of the KBH feed water. Operating the
concentrate phase by a combination of lower flow rate (LF) and a short polarity reversal (PR) period
helped achieved hydraulic recovery of 75% for a single pass conductivity reduction of 42%. The charge
efficiency resulting from the selected operating conditions had a positive impact on the SEC. The SEC
for the highlighted KBH feed water test at 45 s of detention time, 1.2 V applied voltage, 42%
conductivity reduction, and 75% of hydraulic recovery was 1.2 kWh/m3.
The Simplified Randles Circuit (RCR) model with varying resistance due to conductivity
changes developed in this research was able to closely predict the performance of MCDI with higher

accuracy (i.e. lower Root Mean Squared Error) than the Empirical RC circuit or the Empirical
RCR circuit models. This research demonstrated charge efficiency predictions based on the RCR
model with less than 3% difference between the modeled and predicted charge efficiency. The
model was more correlated with lower detention time operations and lower voltage applications.
This research also showed the scale-up of high capacity aqueous processed electrodes for
MCDI. In comparison to performance at small scale, the electrodes showed good performance with an
average salt adsorption capacity (SAC) of 0.413 meq/g and a 6% coefficient of variation for nineteen
experiments reported.
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Appendix A
Voltea VS1 MCDI unit residence time distribution and characterization
A residence time distribution (RTD) analysis was performed on the reactor to characterize
the reactor using a tanks-in-series (TIS) model and a dispersed-flow-model (DFM). The RTD (or
exit age distribution, E) describes the probability distribution of the time it takes for a fluid element
to exit from the reactor. Step tracer experiments were performed at different flow rates (detention
times) and analyzed to produce a cumulative distribution, F, curve. Both the TIS and DFM models
were developed using nonlinear regression to fit the number of tanks or dispersion number,
respectively, and the mean hydraulic detention time (𝑡̅). The TIS model was developed based on
the following equation of F for series of completely mixed reactors:

Equation A.1

𝑁𝑡
𝑁𝑡
𝑁𝑡
1 𝑁𝑡 2
𝑁𝑡
)
−
𝑒𝑥𝑝
(−
)
−
( ) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝑡̅ )
𝑡̅
𝑡̅
𝑡̅
2! 𝑡̅

𝐹(𝑡) = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

−⋯−

1
𝑁𝑡 𝑁−1
𝑁𝑡
(
)
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝑡̅ )
(𝑁−1)! 𝑡̅

where N is the number of tanks in series, t is the time, and 𝑡̅ is the mean hydraulic detention time
of the complete tank (Benjamin and Lawler 2013). DFM model development was performed with
𝑡

𝑡

𝑡

the integration of the exit age distribution E(𝑡̅) equation to generate an F(𝑡̅) equation. The E(𝑡̅)
equation used is for low dispersion systems and is shown below.
2

Equation A.2

𝑡
𝐸 ( ̅)
𝑡

=

1
√4ᴫ(

1
)
𝑃𝑒

−𝑃𝑒(1−(𝑡⁄ ̅)) /4
𝑡
𝑒

where Pe is the Peclet number, 𝑡̅ represents the calculated mean hydraulic residence time
(Benjamin and Lawler 2013). A section of the system that consists only of flow tubing is modeled
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as an ideal plug flow reactor (PFR) with a volume of 60.2 mL, and the theoretical detention time
(τ) of the reactor is based on the MCDI unit effective volume of 32 mL.
The F(t) responses for the five flow rates (theoretical detention times (τ)) are shown in
Figure A.1 (a) and (b) for TIS and DFM, respectively. The higher flow rate operation behaved
more like an ideal plug flow reactor than the lower flow rate operations.
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Figure A.1: F curves for five detention times for the Voltea VS1 MCDI unit based on (a) TIS
model for t̅ and (b) DFM model for t̅
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Appendix B
The summary of all 17 experiments and Chapter 2 model performance is shown in Table B.1:
Table B.1: RCR varying R1 model results summary for 17 experiments with the Voltea VS1 MCDI module

Experiment

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
4

Operation4
Parameters
1.2,180,10
0.8,180,5
1.2,180,5
1.2,45,5
1.2,120,5
0.5,120,5
1.2,30,5
0.4,180,5
1.2,180,2.5
1,12,6
1.2,15,5
1.2,60,5
1,60,5
1,12,3
0.5,60,5
1,6,3
0.5,12,3

A (Ω)

0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.1089
0.0361
0.0001
0.0593
0.0001
0.1014
0.0227
0.0119
0.0009
0.0000
0.0550
0.0001
0.0749
0.0916

Capacitance
-1
B (cm )
Predicted
(Farads)
0.0118
0.0053
0.0040
0.0074
0.0001
0.0069
0.0066
0.0083
0.0002
0.0038
0.0064
0.0187
0.0126
0.0025
0.0080
0.0005
0.0005

549
228
180
1572
186
389
1551
433
55
1097
1440
1454
1475
1149
618
979
726

R2 (Ω)

1.91
1.59
2.63
3.17
1.95
1.16
2.07
1.83
3.94
1.20
1.44
1.45
0.73
1.30
0.93
1.33
1.53

Applied Voltage (V), Detention time (s), Sodium Chloride feed conductivity (mS/cm)
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Capacitance
Charging predicted vs
Time
Capacitance
(min)
measured
difference
39
-34%
27
-66%
41
-78%
16
58%
35
-79%
11
-39%
13
40%
16
-29%
77
-93%
6
15%
9
27%
21
34%
14
40%
9
15%
8
-24%
8
-2%
7
-3%

Charge
Efficiency
Modeled

Charge
Efficiency
Prediction
Difference

Current
Density
Prediction
RMSE

0.49
0.55
0.55
0.63
0.66
0.65
0.66
0.72
0.73
0.76
0.76
0.79
0.84
0.83
0.85
0.88
0.95

1%
0%
2%
-3%
0%
3%
2%
0%
0%
-2%
2%
0%
-2%
2%
1%
2%
1%

0.84
0.50
0.78
0.68
0.86
0.26
0.55
0.19
0.44
0.28
0.42
1.00
1.07
0.40
0.35
0.29
0.11

Appendix C
Details on aqueous processed electrodes performance at different number of cells with
3 mS/cm and 5 mS/cm sodium chloride feed solution, and constant voltage of 1.2 V are shown in
Figure C.1. For the nineteen experiments shown the average salt adsorption capacity (SAC) was

SAC (meq/g)

0.413 meq/g with coefficient of variation of 6%.
0.50
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0.00

number of experiments = 19
Average =0.413 meq/g
COV = 6 %

0
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6
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12
Number of MCDI Cells
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16

Figure C.1: Average salt adsorption capacity for laboratory fabricated aqueous processed
electrodes at 20 cm x 9 cm size.

Figure C.2: Microfilm applicator and freshly casted electrode slurry
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Figure C.3: Specific energy consumption of MCDI experiments performed at 1.2 V for a
laboratory fabricated 8-cell MCDI reactor with aqueous processed electrodes and a commercial
Voltea VS1 MCDI module with 17 cells; (a) SEC at the point of maximum cumulative removal
(b) charge efficiency effect on SEC at the end of charging cycle (c) SEC at the end of charging
phase.
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